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1. Introduction: preliminary definitions and discussion. The Zi-algebra of

a commutative semi-group G consists of all complex-valued functions a on G

satisfying the condition oo > ^2„ea \ot(z)\ =||a||, addition and scalar multi-

plication being defined point-wise and multiplication (convolution) being de-

fined by the relation

(a*/3)(z) =        £       a(u)ß(v).
u,vEG;uv=z

A multiplicative function / on G is a complex-valued function on G which

satisfies the relation f(uv) =f(u) -f(v) lor each pair of elements u, v in G. A

semi-character on G is a bounded multiplicative function on G that is not

identically zero. The set of semi-characters on the commutative semi-group

G will be denoted by G.

Many of the results of the present paper depend on the joint work of

Hewitt and Zuckerman. They show in [3] that the set 911 of nontrivial multi-

plicative linear functional on /i(G), known to be in (1-1) correspondence

with the space of regular maximal ideals in /i(G), may be identified with G.

Indeed, Theorem 2.7 of [3] shows that if with the function x£G we associate

the function w(x)=:rE3Ti defined by r(a) — J,e(! a(z)x(z), then w is a (1-1)

mapping of G onto 911.

We give the set G the topology it inherits when considered as a subset of

the dual space l*(G) of /i(G). We recognize this relative topology on G as

the product, Gel'fand, or w* topology. For each x €E G, the set

U= {\pEG\ \ip(z)— x(z)\ <e for each zEF}, where e>0 and F is a finite sub-

set of G, is an open neighborhood of x, and the set <$>(x) of such neighborhoods

is a fundamental neighborhood system at x- If 0 is isolated from G in /*(G),

then G is compact [3, Theorem 8.5]. In any case G is locally compact, and
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it is easy to see that if with the function aEh(G) we associate the function

â defined on G by the relation <$(x) = ^,6c a(z)x(z), then â is continuous on

G. The topology on G is, in fact, the smallest topology relative to which each

â is continuous.

If xi and X2 are distinct elements of G, so that there exists xEG lor which

Xi(#)*éX2Íx), then the function ocEhiG) defined on G by aix) = 1, aiz) =0 if

z?±x, has the property that <$(xi) ̂ â(xi)■

Straightforward computation verifies the assertion that a-ß = ia * B)*

for each a, ß in /i(G), so that the set (/i(G))#= {â\ ctEhiG)} is closed under

point-wise multiplication. Thus (/i(G)) is a separating algebra of functions

vanishing at =° and continuous on the locally compact Hausdorff space G.

All hypotheses of Silov's theorem (see [5, p. 80, Theorem 24E] or [2,

§24]) being satisfied, we have also the conclusion: there is a unique closed sub-

set d of G with the following properties:

(a) if ccEhiG), then | <$| assumes its maximum on d;

(b) no proper closed subset of d satisfies (a).

The set d will be called the Silov boundary induced in G by (/i(G))* or,

less precisely, the boundary (see 9.1). All proofs known to the author of the

existence of the boundary have been effected by transfinite arguments.

The present paper studies the nature of the boundary. Theorem 6.4

identifies those semi-groups G for which d = G, and in our main result, Theo-

rem 8.7, we offer, for each xEG, a collection g(x) of sets of semi-characters,

characterized in purely algebraic terms, with the property that x£ô if and

only if x£4 for each 4£g(x).
2. Two initial simplifications. In 24.5 of [2], directly after defining and

proving the existence of the boundary, Silov made a remark which in our

notation reads as follows: for each xGG, we have x£ó* if and only if there is,

for each neighborhood £ofx, an aEhiG) for which \â\ assumes its maximum

only on U. Theorem 2.3 below shows that in the present context a may be

chosen to vanish off of a finite subset of G.

The other result of this section is a theorem whose content justifies the

assumption, made in all later sections of this paper, that the set G of semi-

characters on G distinguishes points of G. It is easy to construct semi-groups

not satisfying this property (see 9.2); this property has been shown in [3,

Theorem 3.5] to be equivalent to the semi-simplicity of the algebra /i(G).

In §§4 and 5.7 of [3], Hewitt and Zuckerman impose upon the commutative

semi-group G an equivalence relation ~ defined as follows: u~v if and only

if x(u)=x(v) f°r each x£G. They show that if Tu={vEG\v~u] and

G'= {tJ\uEG}, then, under multiplication defined by the relation £„•£,

= Tuv, G' becomes a commutative semi-group. The mapping u-+Tu is a

homomorphism of G onto G'.

2.1. Theorem. Let G be a commutative semi-group, and define G' as above.
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For each xGC define rj(x) =x' on G' by the relation x'(F«) =x(u). Let d' denote

the Silov boundary induced in (G')* by (/i(G'))~. Then

(a) m is a homeomorphism from G onto (G')   ;

(b) v(d)=d'.

Proof, (a) It is easy to see that 77 is (1-1). That x' = l(x) lS multiplicative,

bounded and not identically zero follows from the corresponding facts for x-

If UE(S>(x),say U= {$£(&)* \ \x(z)~faz)\ <eforeach2GF} wheree>0and

P is a finite subset of G, then n(U) = {faEG'\ \x'(Tz)-fa(Tz)\ <e for each

Tz E Tf}, where TF = {Tz\z E F}. Similarly r)~~l(U') E <$>(x) whenever

U'E(S>(x')- Hence m is a homeomorphism.

(b) To show that | (a') | assumes its maximum on 77(d) whenever

a'Ek(G'), we associate with each TZEG' a point/(F2)£F*. Now define a on

G as follows:

if xETz and x=f(Tz), then a(x) =a'(Tz);

if xETz and x¿¿f(Tz), then a(x) =0.

Let I â\ attain its maximum (over G) at xGá, and suppose that there exists

a  point   fa=r](faE(G'y   for  which| (a'Y (fa)\ > | (a')*(x')| • Then  \a(fa\
= I (a')*(fa)\ > I (a')"(x')| = I <*(x')| » a contradiction establishing the fact

that I (a')* I assumes its maximum (over (G')~) at the point x'=i/(x)G'7(^)-

Now let D' be a proper closed subset of v(d), so that D = r¡~1(D') is a

proper closed subset of d and there is a point aEh(G) lor which | â\ assumes

its maximum only on d\D. Defining cx'(Tz) = ¿ZxeTtot(x) and letting | á| as-

sume its maximum at x£:d\D, we have | (a')*(x')| = |<$(x)| > l^WOl

= \(a'y(fa)\   lor each ^'G(G')A\h(â)\P'].
77(c)) being a closed subset of (G') that satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of

§1, we conclude that n(d) =d'.

2.2. Remark. The theorem above shows that we may reasonably restrict

our investigations into the nature of d to the case in which G separates points

of G. For suppose the boundary were known for each such commutative semi-

group, and let G be any commutative semi-group. Construct G' and 17 as

above and let the boundary induced in (G')~ by (h(G'))~ be d'. Then, by 2.1,

d is given by the formula d = in~l(d').

We shall henceforth assume, then, that G = G', a condition shown in

Theorems 2.8 and 3.5 of [3] to be equivalent to the condition that the homo-

morphism of /i(G) onto (h(G))    given by a—>á is actually an isomorphism.

2.3. Theorem. Let xGG. Then the following assertions are equivalent:

(a) xEd;
(b) for each UE<R(x) there are an aEh(G) and ax'E U for which a vanishes

off of a finite subset of G and \ â(fa | < | â(x') | whenever \pEU.

Proof. The implication (b)—»(a) is a special case of Silov's observation

[2, 28.5]. If (a) holds and if UE®(x), then there are ßEh(G) and x'G U lor
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which |(3(x')| >M, where M = sup^^u ||S(^)|- There is a finite subset £ of

G for which 2^,sF \ß(z)\ <[\ ßix') \ — M]/4, and we may obtain (b) by defin-

ing a = ß-f, where/ denotes the characteristic function of the set £.

3. Two important inclusions. We show in this section that d lies between

two closed subsets of G, each of which is easily identified. Our first result,

3.3, shows that d contains each semi-character whose multiplicative inverse

exists in G.

3.1. Lemma. Let y be a complex number such that yj^l and \y\ _1. Then

|y+72|<2.

3.2. Lemma. If x is a semi-character on G and xEG, then \ xix) \ Ú1-

3.3. Theorem. Let \x\ =1- Then x£3.

Proof. We need only show that for each ££(B(x) there is an aEhiG) for

which |á| assumes its maximum only on U. Let U= {ipEG\ ¡ipix) — x(x)\ <e

for each xEF} , where £ is a finite subset of G and e>0. We may obviously

suppose that e<l/2. Define 1 = F\J{x2\xEF] , let w = card J, and define a

on G by the following relations:

if zEJ, then aiz) = x(z) ;

if zEJ, then a (z) =0.

Then aEhiG), and we have

«(x) = Z a(z)x(z) = 2>(z)x(z) = m.
ieO zeJ

Now let ipEU. Then there exists an xEF for which ^(x)tíx(x). If ir(x) =0,

then

á(i>)\  - ¿Z, aiz)iiz)
2€J

¿Z    a(z)4/(z)
zÇJ; zjLx

^ m — 1 < m =    âix)

If \pix) t^O, then xj^-x2. For if x = x2, then every semi-character assumes at x

either the value 0 or the value 1, and in the present case we would have

\j/ix) = 1 =xix). Then, since xj^x2, we have

&(i)\  = 2 a(z)iKz) 2 ot(z)yp(z)

+ I «(*)*(*)2 atizWiz)
ZSJ-.ZTÍI.Zyíx'

= m — 2 + |y + 72|>

wherey = ctix)\pix) = xixWix)^!. Since \y\ = 1, we have from 3.1 the relation

|7+72| <2, so that

each \f/ E U, so that I â
á(^)| <m-2 + 2=|á(x)|. Thus  |á(^)| <|á(x)|   for
assumes its maximum only on U.

3.4. Corollary. Let G be a group. Then d = G.
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Proof. If there were xGG and zEG for which |x(«)| ^1, then either

| x(z) | > 1 or | x(2-1) | > 1, contrary to 3.2. Hence 3.3 applies.

3.5. Remark. Theorem 3.3 shows that the boundary contains the group of

semi-characters mapping G into the group {w\w is a complex number and

\w\ = 1}. Our next result bounds d from above.

3.6. Theorem. Let T= {xEG\ |x| =0 or l}. Then dET.

Proof. Let xGT, so that there exists an x£G and an e>0 for which

0<|x(x)| -2e<|x(x)| +2«<1. Let U={xpEG\ |^(x)~x(x)| <e}. By 2.3 it
will suffice, in order to show that x£d, to prove that if a is an element of

h(G) that vanishes off a finite subset of G, then |<$| assumes its maximum

somewhere on G\U. Suppose that \â\ assumes its maximum at ypEG. Only

the case ^£i/ requires our attention. If j «(i//)] =0, then \â\ assumes its

maximum, 0, also at the semi-character l EU. Otherwise we let Xi, x2, • • ■ , x„

be exactly those points z of G for which «(2)1^(2) 5^0, and for each complex

number w we define the function \pw on G as follows:

if «A(z) =0, then fa(z) =0;
il faz) ¿¿0, then fa(z) =faz) -ew log l*«l,

where log denotes the elementary logarithm.

Now let u and v be arbitrary points of G. If \p(u) = 0 or ^(v)— 0, then

yp(uv) =0 and \pw(uv) =0=\l/(u)\l/(v)=\pw(u)\l/w(v). If i/^(m) =^0 and \[t(v)¿¿0, then

fauv) ?±0 and fa(uv) =\[/(uv)ew log '*<•»>I =fau)ew log ̂ M¡ ■\J/(v)ew log W»>l =fa0(u)

■fa(v). If Si(w)>-1 and zEG with \p(z)^0, then \fa(z)\ = \$(z)ew log '*«*>'|
= |c(»+i) log i*wi| = I eiog i*u)|(R(H.+i)| ̂ 1 tne flnai weaj{ inequality being de-

rived from the fact that — 00 <log \ip(z)\ ^0. These computations show that

if (R(w)>-1, then faEG.
Now find a number Ô>0 with the property that if0<e^r^l and 0<s<8,

then r"> 1 — e. For each complex number w we write

n

P» = ¿Zd(xl)ewlos^^i^-faxl).

Then / is an entire function. We now distinguish two cases.

Case I./is constant. Let wn be a nonzero real number for which 0<w0+l

< 5. The relation \p E U implies that e < |^(x)| < 1, so that ^»„(x)!

= I fax) I w°+1 > 1 - e, and fa, E U. Also

â(fa0) 23 <x(z)fa„(z)
z€0

n

¿2 a(xt)ewis Iog !*<*')' -faXi)

£      a(z)e»»l0«'*W--A(s)

=   I/(wo) I   =   1/(0)

X a(x,)^(x.) <*(*) I,

and I â\ assumes its maximum at the point ^„G U.
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Case IL / is nonconstant. Then there exists a complex number Wor^O

for which 1—£<|wo| <1 and satisfying |/(w>0)| >|/(0)|. The relation (R(wo)

> — 1 implies that ipW0EG, and

UttOl = ¿Z a(z)^„(z)
260

¿2 «(«)«"• lo«l*WI.^(8)

«Sff;f(r)^0

2 a(^¿)eM0 log ^^'-^(«i) =   |/M|

>   |/(0)|   =   \diid

This contradiction returns us to Case I and completes the proof.

3.7. Remark. Let B denote the set of semi-characters x for which xEG

implies |xCxO| — 1- Then Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 assert simply that SC^CT.

The semi-character 1 is always in B, and the case in which G is a group is an

instance in which £=d = r = G. That the sets under consideration do not al-

ways collapse so conveniently is shown by Example 9.3, where each of the

inclusions £C<3CrCG is proper.

4. An equivalence relation on G. We introduce in this section an equiva-

lence relation on G with the property that if one of two equivalent semi-

characters is in the boundary, then the other is also. We show also that the

boundary is closed under the formation of conjugates.

4.1. Theorem. Let B be defined as in 3.7, and let x<E£ and Xi£d. Then

XXiEd.

Proof. We need only show that for each ££(B(xxi) there is an a in /i(G)

forwhich \â\ assumes its maximum only on U. Let U= {^EG\ \^(x)~xXi(x)\

<e for each xEF}, where £ is a finite subset of G and e>0, and let

V= {rpEG\ \it(x)-xi(x)\ <« for each xEF}, so that VE<S>(xi). Since xiG<3,

there is by 2.3 a ß in /i(G) and a x' in V lor which | ß(\p') I < I ßix') | whenever

xp'EV. Leta = /3xandletx"=x'x- Then |x"0*0-XXiO*0| = |x'0*0-XiO*0| <«
for each xEF, so that x"££- Hi* EU, then x^X^V and \â(\p)\ = \$(jof')\

<\ßix')\=\z2*eaaix)X"ix)\=\aix")\. _
4.2. Definition. If xi and X2 are semi-characters, we shall write xi~X2

if there exists a x££ f°r which xXi = X2-

4.3. Theorem. The relation ~ is an equivalence relation on G.

4.4. Theorem. For each x<EG, let Cx= {\p\ ̂ ~x}. Then the boundary is the

union of those equivalence classes Cx which it intersects.

Proof. The present theorem is a restatement of 4.1.

4.5. Remark. If ~ is extended to the set GU {0} of all bounded complex-

valued multiplicative functions on G by defining 0~0 and O^^x f°r each

x£G, then ~ becomes a congruence relation on GW{0{. It follows that if
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the space G is a semi-group under point-wise multiplication, then the equiva-

lence relation ~ of 4.2 is actually a congruence relation on G.

4.6. Remark. Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 suggest that if x£d and |^| = |x|.

then \pEd. Example 9.4 shows that, even in the case that G is a semi-group,

this need not be the case. Indeed, 9.4 gives an example of a function x£d f°r

which x2£E<3-

4.7. Theorem. Let xEid. Then xEd.

Proof. Let U be any neighborhood of x and let V= { \}\xpE U}. Then V is

a neighborhood of x and, since x€Eó\ there is a ß in /i(G) and a x'G^ lor

which ipEV implies |/3(^)| <|ß(x')|- We observe that x'G U and define

a = ß. Then if \p is any semi-character not in U, in which case \}E V, we have

*(*) E a(x)\p(x)
xea

E äix)i}ix)
reff

E ßix)$i*)

= i m i < i ß(x') i - E ß(x)x'(x) E fl*)x'(«)
is G

E «Wx'W
i£(!

=    á(x')

5. The Hewitt-Zuckerman decomposition of G. In this section we review

from [3] a number of results to be used later. Though this section is self-

contained, the reader is referred for additional background and discussion, to

[3, especially §§4 and 5]. Our Theorem 5.7, though not to be found in [3],

is nevertheless in the Hewitt-Zuckerman spirit.

5.1. Definition. For u, vEG, write u~v if, for each x£G, x(u) =0 if and

only if x(v) =0. Let 77M= ¡zj£G|z>~w}.

5.2. Theorem. The relation ~ is an equivalence relation on G. The mapping

u-^Hu is a homomorphism of G onto {77m|mGG}, multiplication in the latter

space being given by HUHV = IIUV.

5.3. Definition. If u, vEG, we write 77ug77„ if and only if HUHV = HU.

For each uEG, we write Au= {vEG\ 77„_77r}.

5.4. Theorem. The partial ordering given by 5.3 makes the idempotent

semi-group {IIu\uEG} a semi-lattice.

5.5. Theorem. Let uEG. Then Hu and Au are sub-semi-groups of G. If

vEIIu and zEHu and uz = vz, then u = v.

Proof. The first assertions are obvious, and the third follows from the fact

that G separates points of G.

5.6. Theorem. Let S be a commutative semi-group with cancellation. Then

S may be embedded isomorphically in a group.
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Proof. 5 may be embedded in the group of equivalence classes of formal

quotients of elements of S, the two quotients ux/vx and u2/v2 being considered

equivalent if UxV2 = u2Vi.

5.7. Theorem. Let S be a commutative semi-group with cancellation, and

suppose that whenever a complex-valued multiplicative function x on S assumes

a nonzero value at some sES, then x vanishes nowhere on S. If S has an idem-

potent element, then S is a group.

Proof. Let e2 = eES, and let

Si — {u E SI   there is a v E S lor which uv = e}.

The cancellation law in S easily yields the fact that es = 5 for each sGS. To

show that S is a group, we need then only show that Si = S. Let x(s) =0 for

each sC^VSi, and let x(s) = l for each sESi. Since Si-SiESi, x fails to be

multiplicative only if there are points sES\Si, SiESi and tES with st = Si.

But this is impossible since if s2 satisfies the condition sis2 = e, then s(ts2) = e,

so that sESi.

5.8. Corollary. If uEG and 77u contains an idempotent, then 77u is a

group.

6. Characterization of those semi-groups G for which d=G.

6.1. Lemma. If zEG, then there is at most one element (e, x) of GXG for

which the following relations hold :

(a) ez = z;

(b) ex=x;

(c) X2 = e.

Proof. Suppose that (ei, Xi) and (e2, x2) are elements of GXG such that

e¿2 = 2, eXi = Xi and x¿2 = e< (i=l, 2). Then ei = XiZ = Xize2 = eie2 = dzx2 = zx2 = e2,

and Xi = eiXi = e2xi = x2zxi = x2ei = x2e2 = x2.

6.2. Corollary. Let Gi and G2 be nondisjoint subgroups of G, and let e<

denote the identity of Gi. Then ei = e2.

Proof. Let zEGiC\G2 and let x, be the inverse in G¿ of z. Then Xi = x2,

whence ei = e2.

6.3. Lemma. Suppose that there exists a function ' on G to G satisfying the

following conditions :

(i) z" = z for each zEG ;

(ii)  (z\Z2)'=z[z2 for each Zi, z2in G;

(iii) x(z) = x(z') for each zEG and each xGG.

Then d = G.
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Proof. We define a function from /i(G) to /i(G) as follows: if aEk(G),

then à is that function on G whose value at 2EG is ä(z) =5(2'). Then it is

obvious that (a) =a, that ä+ß=(a+ß) , and that X5=(Xa) . The rela-

tion à * ß= (a * ß) also holds; we omit the proof. The mapping is con-

tinuous because ||á|| =||a|[, and

¿~(x) = T,ä(z)x(z) = 2>(z')x(z) - Z a(Z')x(2')
leG ¡efl z€0

=  E ä(z')X(z') = (â(x))~
z'eG

lor each xGG. Thus h(G) is a self-adjoint Banach algebra in the sense of

[5, §26, pp. 87 and 88], and it follows that 5 = G (see, for example, [5, p. 88,

Lemma 1 and corollary]).

6.4. Theorem. Let G be a commutative semi-group whose dual space G

separates points. Then the following assertions are equivalent :

(a) G is a union of groups;

(b) d = Ô;
(c) r = c.

Proof. (a)=>(b). With each zEG we associate that element x of G for

which simultaneously ez = z, ex = x and xz = e for some eEG. This x is unique

by 6.1. Writing x = z', we see from 6.1 and 6.2 that the mapping 2—»2' satisfies

the hypotheses of 6.3. Hence d = G.

(b)==>(c). From 3.6, we have dCTCG.

(c)=Ka). We use the following theorem of Ross, proved in [6]: if x is a

semi-character on the sub-semi-group F of the commutative semi-group S,

then there is a semi-character x' of S that agrees with x on F if and only if,

for each/1, i2 in F, the relation |x(^)| = | xi'i) | holds whenever sh = t2 lor some

sES. Ii there is a s£G for which 772 is a nongroup, then we apply Ross'

theorem with 5 = 772 and F= \zn\ n is an integer and m>0} . Choosing a com-

plex number 7 for which 0 < ¡ -y | <1, we define x(2") — 7"- Ross' hypotheses

hold since if X2n+* = 2" for some positive integers n and k and xEG, then Hz

would contain the idempotent element X2*, hence by 5.7 would be a group.

Thusx admits an extension x'EG, and since 0< |x'(2)| <1 we have x'£G\r.

6.5. Corollary. Let G be an idempotent semi-group, in the sense that z2 = z

for each zEG. Then d = G.

7. Additive functions on torsion-free semi-groups.

7.1. Definition. In what follows, we denote by P the rational field.

7.2. Definition. If F is a linear space over the field K, a function/ on

V to K will be called a linear functional on  V if it satisfies the relation

f(au+ßv) =af(u)+ßf(v) for every two elements a and ß of K and every two

elements u and v of V,
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7.3. Lemma. Let P be a linear space over R, and let F be a finite subset of

P with the property that

if   ¿~^a(x)x = 0, where each a(x) ^ 0, then each a(x) = 0.
x€F

Then there is a linear functional f on P satisfying the following two conditions:

(a) ifxEF, thenf(x)^0;
(b) there is an x in F for which /(x)^0.

Proof. The proof presented in [8], in which the rational field £ is replaced

by the real line, carries over directly to the present context.

7.4. Definition. A real-valued function p on G is said to be additive if

pixy) =p(x)+p(y) for every two elements x and y of G.

7.5. Theorem (3). Let G be a commutative semi-group with cancellation in

which each element has infinite order, and let F be a finite subset of G. Then there

is an additive, rational-valued function p on G with the following two properties:

(a) p^O on £;

(b) there is an xEF for which p(x)^0.

Proof. We have observed in 5.6 that G may be embedded in a commutative

group G°, which itself may be embedded in a divisible group D (see, for exam-

ple, [4, p. 165]). Since £ is the direct sum of a torsion-free group £ and a tor-

sion group K, we have FEG°ED = P ©A, where £ is an algebraic direct sum

of rational fields £. The natural homomorphism <f>: D—*D/K = P carries no

xEG into the neutral element 0 of P: for if (p(x) = 0 for an element x of G,

then x has finite order in G.

Now let G=<p(G), and suppose that E"=i caxi = 0, where each of the

rational numbers a< is non-negative and each £,- has the form Xi = <p(xi) for

some XiEG. If some a¿ 5^0, then there are integers ßj>0 and elements y¡ of

G for which ¿Zßiyj=0- But then if <p(y,)=yj and y=ITyj'GG, ** follows
that <p(y) = 0. This contradiction shows that £ and F = <p(F) satisfy all

hypotheses of 7.3. Then there is a linear functional/ on £ satisfying condi-

tions (a) and (b) of 7.3. Now define p=f o <f>. Then p is additive because/ is

linear and <p is a homomorphism; pix) =/(x) ^0 for each xEF; and if x = (j>ix)

is an element of F for which fix) ¿¿0, then p{x) =/(*) ^0.

7.6. Theorem. Let G be a commutative semi-group with cancellation in which

each element has infinite order, and let F be a finite subset of G. Then there is an

additive, rational-valued function p on G for which p(y)>0 whenever yEF.

Proof. We prove, for each positive integer n, the statement S(n) : if k is a

positive integer not less than », and if £ is a ¿-membered subset of G, then

(3) An outline of the proof here presented, together with reference [8], was suggested to the

author by R. S. Pierce.
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there is a rational-valued additive function pn on G which is non-negative on

F and positive on some M-membered subset of P.

5(1) is a restatement of Theorem 7.5. If S(n) holds for each n<m, and

if all hypotheses of S(m) are satisfied, then there is an additive, rational-

valued function pm-i on G which is non-negative on P and strictly positive

on some (m — l)-membered subset Q of F. If F = F\Q¿¿A, then there is by

5(1) an additive, rational-valued function pi on G which is non-negative on

F and positive at some point yEF. Let M be a positive integer for which

pi(z)+Mpm-i(z)>0 for each zEQ^J{y}. Then pm= px+Mpm-x is a function

whose existence yields the truth of S(m).

7.7. Theorem. Let S be a commutative semi-group, and let T be a sub-semi-

group of S whose complement T' is an ideal, in the sense that xyET' whenever

xES and y ET'. Let yi, y%, • • • , ym be elements of V, and suppose that there

are no points Xi, x2 in T, z in T' and u in T' for which Xxzu = x2u. Then there

exists an additive, rational-valued function p on S such that p = 0 on T and

P(y¡) >0 for l^j^m.

Proof. For 21, 22 in V, we set 2i~22 if xi2im = x222m for some points x,£F

and uET'. Then ~ is an equivalence relation on T', and for each zET'

we set 2= {wET'\ w~z}. Relative to the multiplication ziz2= (zxz2)~, the

set Z={2|2GF'} is a commutative semi-group. If zn = z for some 2£F'

and some integer m>0, then x22M = Xi2"m = xi2n_1(2w) for some points x¿GF

and uET'; since z"-~xET' and zuET', this is impossible. Also if 22i = 222 for

some points z, z¿ in V, so that Xi22iM = x2222m, then Xi2i(2w) =x222(2w), so that

2i~22 and 2i = 22. Thus Z is a commutative semi-group with cancellation in

which each element has infinite order. By 7.6 there is an additive, rational-

valued function p on Z for which p(y,)>0 whenever I^jíSmí. We define

P(z) = P(z) lor each zE T', and we extend p to the rest of 5 by defining p(z) = 0

for each zET. It is easy to verify that p has the required properties.

8. Characterization of 3.

8.1. Definition. If xEG, then the support of x, denoted 5(x), is the set

5(x)={2£G|x(z)^0}.

8.2. Theorem. For each x£G, 5(x) is a sub-semi-group of G, and G\S(x)

is an ideal in G.

8.3. Definition. For each finite subset F of G, we let Gf be the collection

of semi-characters x in T with the property that if yEF, then either

(1) there exist points xi, x2 in 5(x) for which Xiy = x2y and x(xi) ^x(xd, or

(2) there exist points Xi, x2 in 5(x) and zEG\S(x) lor which Xiy2 = x2y.

8.4. Theorem. If F is a finite subset of G and xGGf, then FC\S(x) =A.

8.5. Theorem. The relation GF = OyeF G\y\ holds for each finite subset F of

G.
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8.6. Remark. The following characterization of the boundary would as-

sume a simpler, more elegant form if the subsets Gf of G were closed. That

the sets Gf need not be closed is shown in 9.6, where we give an example of a

semi-character x lying in d but in no Gf', by 8.7 we have xG(Gj?)- whenever

FC\S(x) = A. Examples of this sort suggest that, while the characterization of

d offered by 8.7 may fail to be "best possible," it may nevertheless be difficult

to improve upon it. That is, it may be difficult to obtain a short list of criteria

Pi, each expressed solely in terms of the algebraic structure of G and the ac-

tion of x on G, with the property that for each xGG one has xGd if and only

if x satisfies each £,-.

8.7. Theorem. Let xGG. Then the following assertions are equivalent:

(a) xG(Gf)~ whenever F is a finite subset of G with £H5(x) =A;

(b) xEd.

Proof. (a)=>(b). If (b) fails, then there is a neighborhood UE@>(x) of x

whose complement in G contains d. We let U= {\pEG\ \xp(z) — x(z)\ <« for

each zEF} where e>0 and £ is a finite subset of G. We define Fi = FC\S(x),

Fo = F\Six). Since £Cd by 3.3, we may suppose that Fo^A. Under the

hypotheses of the present theorem there is a point x'G£^Gf0. By 8.4, x'

vanishes on £0. We write £o = £o W£0", where £o' = {yE F0 \ there exist Xi, x2

in Six') for which Xiy = x2y and x'ixù^x'ixi)} and £0" = F0\FÓ. With each

yEFo' we associate appropriate points Xi(y), x2(y) in S(x'), and with each

yEFó' we associate points xi(y), x2iy) in Six') and z(y) in G\5(x') for which

Xiyz = x2y. We may suppose that xiiy) and x2iy) are in £i for each yEFo, and

we set J = FiU{x2\xEFi}, w = card J. We may clearly suppose e to be so

small that e < 1/(4m), that e < | x'(*i(:y)) -x'O^y)) | /2 for eachyEFÓ ,and that
(Rw>cos(7r/9) whenever w is a complex number for which \w—1\ <2e. We

now choose positive numbers n and k which satisfy the following conditions:

| l+w\ <2—n whenever wisa complex number and | w\ = 1 and \w— l\ =2e;

fe>2(card F0)/y. We define otoix) = x'ix) if xEI, «o(x)=0 if xEG\J. For

each yEFó', we define cty(z(y)) = —x'(xi(y))x'iX2Íy))/k, ay(x) =0 if xEG and

X7^z(y). We define a = a0+ Ej/e^o" av< so that ctEh(G). Since x'GP. we have

<S(x') = (ao*(x')=card J=n.
Now choose \pEG\U. The desired contradiction will be obtained by show-

ing that | â(\p) | < | a(x') | • It suffices to consider only the case xpEd.

Case I. There is a point w££i for which \\piu) — x'(«)| ^*- li u = u2 then,

since \p(u) 9^x'(u) = L we must have \p(u) =0. Then

\à(i)\   = E <x(x)\p(x) E   <*(x)i>(x)
*eS(x')

+ E    a(x)iKx)

E    «(*)^(a;)+ E    aix)<Pix)
xtS(x')

< (n - 1) + ,/2 < n =   | â(x') | .

^ (n - 1) 4- (card F0)/*
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If u^u2, then

â(fa\   = ¿2 a(x)fax)
iS G

E a(x)fax)
XEj-fXfáU.X^ÍU2

+  I a(u)\p(u) + a(u2)\p(u2) |   +

Ú (n - 2) + (2 - v) + n/2 < n =   | â(X') | .

E    a(x)fax)
z<£S(*'>

Case II. Case I fails. Then \\f/(u) — x'(u) \ <e lor each w£Fi, so that

\\¡/(u) ~x'(u) | <2« for each uEJ. If ^(y) f^O for some yEF¿ , then from the

fact that Xi(y) ES(fa and x2(y) ES(\p) it would follow that <Kxi(y)) =^(x2(y)),

contradicting the relations

x'(xi(y)) - x'(x2(y))
(i = I, 2).| faxÁy)) - x'(xi(y)) |   < e <

This Case II can arise only when \[/(y) =0 for each yEFÓ. Let

F = {yE Fo" | fay) ^0),       m = card F.

We know card F0" ^mz>0. Define

n =    E   a(*)iKx),
issu')

r2 = E a(z(y))^(2(y))
1Í6 7

= E x'(*i(y))7(*2(y))iKxi(y))*(*,(y))A
»er

so that |a(^)| = | ri — r2|. We observe that |ri| |m and ölri>cos(7r/9), so

that  |ífri| <Msin(7r/9); also  ¡r2| ^m/k and  (Rr2> (Mi/Jfe)cos(27r/9), so that

är2\ <(m/k)sin(2ir/9). Hence, setting sx = ne{'19 and s2= (m/k)e~2iirl9, we have

ri — r2|2^ I si— s2| 2 = n2+(m/k)2— (2mn/k)cos(iï/3) = n2+(m/k)2 — mn/k<n2,

so that | â(fa\ <n= \â(x')\.
(b)=>(a). We shall suppose that (a) fails. Then there is a finite subset F0

of G\S(x) lor which x£E (Gf0)~, so that for an appropriate finite subset P of

G and an e>0 we have î/F>\Gf0 = A, where U= {ipEG-\ \ip(z) — x(z)\ <e f°r

each 2GF}. We may as well suppose that F0EF. To show that then x£3,

it will suffice to show that if a£/i(G) and a vanishes off a finite subset of G,

then |<$| assumes its maximum off U. Indeed, let |<$| be maximal at the

point \pE Ui\d. Theni/'(£GF0soby8.5 there is a point yEFo lor which \pEG{y\.

We may suppose that e< 1/2, hence that A¿¿Ff~\S(x) ES(fa. We set

*~ Ii{x,-£5(i/')]x,£For a(x¿) ̂ O}, so that xES(fa. We define fa=\f/onAx,
fa = 0 elsewhere. Then S(fa)=Ax and faEU. Since ^GdCT, we see that

fa ET. Also â(fa=^eS^a(z)faz)=^2^Axoi(z)faz) = â(fa). Since S(fa)
ES(fa, there can exist no points Xi, x2 in S(fa) with xiy = x2y and ^'(xi)
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T^-ip'ixî). Hence by [l, Theorem 4.2], there is a point xp"ET for which \p" = xp'

on Sixp')  and ^"(^^O. Then xp" EU. We may clearly suppose that \p"

vanishes off Axy, so that Sixp") =Axy.

Case I. a = 0 on Axy\S(xp'). Then

&(*") - E «izwi*)

= E <*w(z) = ¿wo = <m
«es»')

so that | á| assumes its maximum also at the point xp"E U.

Case II. Case I fails. We then let yi, y2, ■ ■ ■ , yn be an enumeration of

those points zEAxy\Sixp') for which a(z)?^0. None of the n points y¡ can lie

in Sixp), since if zESixp) and a(z)?íO, then zEAx = S(xp'). We observe that

Axy is a commutative semi-group, Axyr\Sixp) a sub-semi-group of Axy whose

complement in Axy is an ideal in Axy. We claim further that there do not exist

points xi, x2 in Axyi^Sixp) and z, u in Axy\S($) for which Xizu = x2u. For if

such points did exist, then the relation xxizyixyu) =xx2yixyu) would hold;

since each of the three points xxizy, xx2y, xyu lies in the cancellation semi-

group 77^,, it would follow that ixxi)zy=ixx2)y which, since xXiESixp) and

zEAxy\Sixp)EG\Six¡/), would contradict the fact that xpEG\y\. Thus all

hypotheses of 7.7 are satisfied, and there is an additive, rational-valued func-

tion p on Axy for which p = 0 on Axyf~\Sixp) and p(y,)>Q for 1 ikjikn. We may

take p to be integral at each y¡. Let 6 he an irrational multiple of 2tt, and define

u(z) = e"»™ for each zEAxy. Then u=l on S(xp)r\Axy. Let v = eiB, so that

u>(y,) =vp(v'), and define

fiw) = itaiyiWiyi)**™ +   E   ocizWiz),
y=i íes»')

so that/ is an entire function. If/ is constant, then

diir") -è«CVi)f"(yy)+    E   «00*"(z)=/(l)
J-l 2£S(^')

= /(o) = E «wm = <*«-') = <m

so that | á| assumes its maximum also at the point xp" E U.

If / is nonconstant, then there is by the maximum modulus principle a

complex number wQ for which \wa\ =1 and |/(wo)| >|/(0)|. Let IF be a

neighborhood of w0 for which |/(w)| > |/(0)| whenever wE W. Since 0 is an

irrational multiple of 27r, there is an integer m>0 for which vmE W. The func-

tion xp"wm is in G, and we have Sixp"um) =Axy. We observe that if zEAx = Sixp'),

then zES(ip)r\Axy, so that w(z) = 1. Hence
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E       a(z)fa'(z)o>'»(z) +    E    a(z)fa'(z)^(z)
zeAxy\SW) zeSW)

E «Wbi)*"™ +    E   <*(z)fa(z)
J=l z£S«<'>

|/M|   >  |/(0)|   =  \â(fa)\   =  \â(fa\,

contradicting the fact that | <$| assumes its maximum at \p.

8.8. Remark. Silov showed in [7, §5.4] that in the maximal ideal space

of a commutative Banach algebra, a point x is an isolated point of d if and

only if x is isolated in the entire maximal ideal space. The author in [l] has

identified the isolated points of G, and has shown in particular that each such

point must lie in T. It follows that a semi-character x is isolated in G if and

only if x£<9 and x is an isolated point of T. Using Theorem 5.2 of [l], the

preceding sentence yields Theorem 8.11 below.

8.9. Definition. A subset K of G is called a face of G if, for each u and

v of G, uvEK if and only if uEK and vEK. If K is a face of G and L the

union of all proper sub-faces of K, then the set K\L is denoted core K and is

called the core of K.

8.10. Theorem. If x£G, then S(x) is a face of G.

8.11. Definition. For each xEG, let N(x) denote the set of points yEG

lor which there exist points xi, x2 in 5(x) for which Xiy = x2y and x(xi) ^xfe).

8.12. Theorem. Let x be an isolated point of T. Then core S(x) is a finite

group, and the following assertions are equivalent:

(a) there is a finite subset I of G\S(x), I consisting only of idempotents, for

which Axy(~\ \l\JN(x) ] t^A whenever yEG\S(x) and xEcore S(x).

(b) xEd.

9. Examples. In this section we give a number of examples designed to

illustrate the theory already presented.

9.1. From our present point of view, one obtains a rationalization for

applying the term "boundary" to the set d by considering the set G of non-

negative integers, "multiplication" being given by the usual integral addition.

Each semi-character assumes the value 1 at 0£G. Since a semi-character is

determined by its value at 1£G, which may be any complex number w with

|w| ¿1, and since G carries the topology of uniform convergence on finite

subsets of G, we see that, as a topological space, G coincides with the closed

complex unit disk. By 8.7 or from 3.3, d= {xEG\ |x(I)| = 1} = {complex

w\ | w\ = 1}, the topological boundary of the unit disk in the plane.

9.2. Let G be a set whose cardinality exceeds 1, and let one of the elements

of G be named 0. For every two elements x and y of G, define xy = 0. Then G

â(fa'o>m)
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consists of the single semi-character 1 on G, so that G does not separate points.

9.3. Let S be the set consisting of all integral powers of the element

aES, the two elements am and a" of 5 being considered distinct if m^n. Let

£ be a two-element set with elements b and e, and let SC\ £ = A. Let G = SW £

and define multiplication on G as follows:

aman = anam = am+n; eb = be = b;

o2 = e2 = e; eam = ame = bam = amb = am.

This associative multiplication makes G a commutative semi-group. If a

multiplicative function on G assumes the value 0 at e, then it obviously as-

sumes the value 0 at each x£G. Thus each semi-character assumes the value 1

at e.

Define the function xo on G as follows: Xo(e) = 1 ; Xo(b) = — 1 ; Xoix) =0 if

xES. Evidently XoGG and XoG£- Now define a = xo\ then aEh(G), and we

have |â(xo)| =2. Since b2 = e, each semi-character assumes at b either the

value 1 or the value —1. If x^-G and xO^O^O, then from the relation a = ab

it follows that x(°) = l- Now let x be any semi-character not equal to xo- We

have just shown that x(b) = l- Then <$(x) = (l)(l) + (-l)(l) =0. Hence |á|

assumes its maximum only at xo, and XoGd.

Letxi(e) =Xi(b) = l, Xi0*0=O if xES; clearly XiGG. Since Gf consists only

of the single point xo for each finite subset £ of S = G\S(xi), we see from 8.7

that xiGd.
Let X2W =X2(b) = 1, and let X2(o") = (l/2)n for each positive integer n.

ThenX2GGandx2Gr.

The three semi-characters xo, Xi> X2 on G show respectively that the three

inclusions £CdCrCG are proper.

9.4. Let G be as in 9.3. Since x(e) = 1 for each x&G, we see that G is a

semi-group. The two functions xo and xi defined in 9.3 are in T. \xo\ = |Xi|

and Xo = Xi- But XoGd and XiGd. Theorem 5.1 guarantees the fact, here obvi-

ous, that there is no xG£ for which xXo = Xi-

9.5. Let 4 be an index set, and let G« be a commutative semi-group for

each ctEA, the sets G„ being taken pairwise disjoint. If < is a linear ordering

on 4, then the set G = UaeA Ga may be made into a commutative semi-group

as follows: if uEGa and vEGa, then the product uv in G is the product uv in

Ga; if uEGa and vEGß with a<ß, then uv = vu = v. If each Ga is a group, then

from 6.4 we have d = G.
9.6. Let G= {u, u2, ■ ■ ■ , un, ■ ■ ■ } U{v, v2, ■ ■ ■ , vn, ■ ■ - }, where all

powers of u and v are distinct. Define a multiplication in G as follows:

unum = um+n. vnvm = vn+m. unvm = vmun — un_ Then q ¡s a commutative semi-

group. If x(^m) — 1 and x(M") =0 for each pair of positive integers m and n,

then x&G. Since x agrees at every two points of its support, and since there
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exist no points Xi, x2 in 5(x) and y, z in G\5(x) for which y2 = Xiy2 = x2y = y,

we see that x^-Gf for no finite subset F of G\S(x). But for each e>0 there

is a semi-character yp for which 0< \\^(v) — x(v)\ <e> so that, for each finite

subset F of G\S(x), each neighborhood of x meets Of- Thus x& by 8.7.
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